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This may be a blanket statement of unsubstantiated merit, but I think most real
estate aficionados are data junkies at heart. Not that I'm happy looking at
spreadsheets all day, but a mix of data and storytelling narrative goes a long way
to entertain me.
That's why I took some time looking over the 2015 Integra Realty Resources Real
Estate Values Trends report. It's chock full of data about a wide range of
commercial real estate sectors, including office, industrial, multifamily, retail,
lodging and self storage.
The New York-based company breaks down the data about cap rates, vacancies,
average lease rates, development potential and investment trends in 60 U.S.
markets. It's pretty rich stuff, even though it covers a lot of territory in 34 pages.
Here's a few juicy tidbits from the report:
• Austin is at the cusp of oversupply in the office sector. It's right at the height of
the cycle where diminishing absorption eclipses supply. This will be interesting to
watch locally as the office towers at Green Water Treatment Plant and Fifth and
Colorado streets are now under construction — concurrently with the completion
of Colorado Tower and IBC Bank Plaza, all in downtown Austin. It also appears
that construction of Shoal Creek Walk on the west side of downtown is imminent.
Rollingwood Center is under construction southwest of downtown and Champion
Office Park in Northwest Austin has recently delivered. Other office projects are
underway in the southwest, northwest and north submarkets. Can the market
handle all of the pending development? One thing's for sure in this super heated
development cycle: Investors are paying more — some 43 percent more in 2014
than the previous year, according to Integra. That puts Austin in one of the top
five markets for investment price increases.
• I've written about it before, but retail supply is acutely needed in some Austin
submarkets. When the recession hit, retail development disappeared nationally.
Here, too. With Austin's strong growth, the supply has not kept up with demand.
What that means is existing retail is selling for historically high prices among
investors. Integra pegs transaction prices in the Austin retail sector up 78 percent
in 2014. Other markets with strong retail results are Jacksonville, Fla.; Memphis;
and Indianapolis. The report notes some of those increases were due to
substantial regional mall transactions, which was the case in Austin when the Hill
Country Galleria was sold to the California State Teacher's Retirement System.
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• The industrial market in Austin is surprisingly strong, given that Austin is not a
major distribution hub or manufacturing market. Industrial transaction volumes
increased 158 percent in 2014, ranking Austin in the top 10 markets — along
with other cities it normally competes against in the economic development wars.
Those include Denver, Nashville and Raleigh, N.C. Integra sees greater capacity
for industrial development here before there's a serious concern about
oversupply.
• Despite the fact that thousands of units of apartments recently have been
completed and thousands more are under construction, Integra believes there is
still plenty of room for additional inventory. Austin is right in the mid-range of the
expansion cycle. Investor demand also drove prices in the multifamily sector up
43 percent year-over-year in Austin. Integra notes that the high wage earners in
the tech sector are driving the persistent demand. Prices are up about 29 percent
in another tech hub — San Jose but down substantially in Boston.
• Ironically, Austin's lodging market is barely mentioned in the Integra report —
even though hotel development here is among the most robust in the county with
the huge JW Marriott opening. The report notes, however, that transaction
volume is up in Austin, ranking it the No. 16 market in the country — way behind
some hospitality hot spots like New York, San Francisco, San Diego and areas in
Florida.
• Integra reports that the lodging market is poised for some significant shifts. In
particular, medical tourism may provide the next big wave of new development.
Hotels that serve strong healthcare markets are designing properties that include
long elevator cabins that can accommodate stretchers and special rooms near
those elevators. Meanwhile some larger brands plan to launch new lifestyle hotels
that capitalize on the younger traveler who wants access to craft breweries, high
energy interior design, technology driven communal spaces and local food fare.
• Finally, though the self storage market data isn't localized at the depth of the
other sectors, it's clear that is a market sector with strong fundamentals.
Occupancy rates are healthy at the start of 2015 — in winter when the market
normally is slower. Integra believes the performance of the four major public real
estate investments trusts, which specialize in self storage portfolios, tell the tale.
Net operating income was up 9.2 percent in 2014 among those REITS. Expect
more storage properties to hit the market this year, Integra notes.
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